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Abstract:
Proof mining is the search of quantitative information from non-effective mathematical proofs [1]. It is
known that, in general, it is not possible to extract such information directly for \Pi^0_3 statements.
Instead one must translate those statements into what is called their metastable version [2]. A good
understanding of these metastability properties is of great importance when carrying out a quantitative
analysis, as \Pi^0_3 statements do frequently appear in ordinary mathematics (e.g. in convergence or
Cauchy properties).The purpose of this talk is to give a small insight of the inner works of proof mining
and a theoretical explanation of how common mathematical arguments are analysed. Although these
results are in essence true despite the technique used in proof mining, we will be focusing on the
application of the bounded functional interpretation [3]. This work follows from recent developments in
the application of this technique to the proof mining program [4][5][6][7]. We will look in some detail at
the metastability property and explain how to give a quantitative meaning to two metastability properties
taken simultaneously. Additionally, we will explain how to carry out an analysis of a mathematical proof
that follows a discussion by cases. This helps in better understanding the difference between postulates
(axioms added to an appropriate formal theory that serves as a background to the application of the
proof-theoretical techniques) and implicative assumptions (antecedents of implications).
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